Activity 2
Formal or Informal?
Although certain situations call for either formal or informal communication, most people tend to use one mode more than the other in their daily interactions. 
Instructions: Read through the following quiz to see if you are more formal or informal in your communication. Choose the answer that best, not necessarily perfectly, describes you. 
	When you answer the phone you say: 
	“Hello, this is the (last name) residence.” 

“Hello” and wait for the other person to begin speaking.
	After finishing a meal, you:
	ask to be excused from the table.
clear your plate from the table and begin doing something else.
	In a school setting, you think that:
	uniforms are appropriate. 
everyone should be able to wear what they want.
	In a work situation, you think that:
	a shirt and tie on a man are necessary.
a shirt and tie on a man are unnecessary.
	In social settings, you like to:
	get dressed up. 
wear casual clothing.
	In your daily conversation, you use slang:
	occasionally.
often.
	When you write a report, you include vocabulary that is:
	familiar to the teacher/employer.
familiar to your peers.

	When you address people who are your superior or elder, you address them by: 
	Mr., Mrs., Dr., Ms., or Miss and their last name.

their first name.
	When you write an email message, you: 
	use correct grammar and punctuation. 
ignore correct grammar and punctuation.
	You enjoy reading books that:
	introduce you to new vocabulary. 
are easy and quick to read.
If you answered A to all or almost all of the questions, you likely use more formal communication in your daily interactions. This can be used to your advantage when seeking employment or making public presentations. 
If you answered B to all or almost all of the questions, you likely use more informal communication in your daily interactions. This can be used to your advantage when forming relationships and interacting with family and friends. 
If you answered a combination of A and B, it is likely that you choose your form of communication based on the situation. This approach to communication can be used to your advantage in all situations.




